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Katie: [00:00:02] So many challenges because we haven't hit the top. I think the second 
that you sit down and you're like I've killed it, I've absolutely nailed it, there's nothing 
more I can do, you failed. In anything, I think, just knowing that there's no ceiling on any 
roof there's always something to grow and change and adjust and I know these words 
are thrown around a lot, but to genuinely and authentically have that within you to 
continue to find challenges within yourself and even when they're might not be 
challenges there, to find something that you can improve on, there are challenges 
every day for me. There are still things that I'm changing. It's finding something new. 
It's finding something innovative that I haven't seen before.  
 

Kareena: [00:00:40] That's Katie Stevens, influencer, businesswoman, and 
Director of Minding Her Business, sharing what it means to be a successful 
entrepreneur. Tune in to hear more on this episode of In the Loop. Hey there 
Loopers and welcome to another episode of In the Loop where we chat about 
the business end of being an influencer. I'm your host Kareena and today we're 
sharing part two of our interview with the amazing Katie Stevens. If you're just 
joining us for the first time in this two-part interview be sure to go back one 
episode so you can hear all about Katie's journey right from the start. Not that 
she needs any further introduction, but I just want to quickly recap what we've 
learned about Katie so far having fostered a passion for health and fitness in her 
early years. Katie became a competitor in the WBFF competition representing 
Australia on the world stage. She then went on to be crowned Miss Supercars 
and graced the cover of Oxygen Magazine all while launching and running 
multiple businesses. In our last episode Katie had begun sharing her experience 
in launching and the networking event series Minding Her Business.  

 
Kareena: [00:01:59] Today we'll learn more about this venture as we get a 
behind the scenes look at what it takes to run a business with consistently sold 
out events like these. Katie also tells us about her life as a social media 
influencer and the impact that she's seeking to have on her community of 
followers. So, join us as we continue to learn more about Katie's journey. To kick 
off part two we're going to get an in-depth look at what is behind the scenes on 
a typical day of a Minding Her Business event day.  

 
Katie: [00:02:33] Yeah, a typical event day, wow. Leading up to its pretty hectic.  
 

Kareena: [00:02:35] Yes, tell me about the process.  
 
Katie: [00:02:37] Yeah. So, I guess for starters the event you came to a couple of 
months ago there was just over 200-220 people. So, on that mass and I guess even just 
on an engagement audience level the reach on those days is just constantly growing. 
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But it's important to our business growth as well. So, I think on that day we had a reach 
of around 7 million.  
 

Kareena: [00:02:57] Crazy!  
 
Katie: [00:02:58] Yeah. Social media is such a powerful thing!  
 

Kareena: [00:03:00] Yes, absolutely.  
 
Katie: [00:03:00] I think actually that's been a really, really important part of our 
business is having influences there. A) because a lot of business owners want to be 
able to connect with them in real time. And I know that personalities on virtual social 
media versus reality can be completely different. So, building those relationships is so 
important. And that reach again is where we can tap into people that we haven't 
perhaps had at our events before. But yes, for a standard day starts with hair and 
makeup, really early. My outfit I'm getting better at, but I don't usually decide that to 
the day before so that's super stressful and all my friends like "oh my God, what are 
you gonna wear what you gonna wear?" I'm like, I'm building this event, I don't have 
time to think about what I'm going to wear. You know I'm gonna get better at that next 
time. I'm gonna plan it out like a month out. I guess that the day of events is actually 
moving earlier and earlier and earlier every time because, not the time of the event but 
the preparation, because we're growing. To have 200 people versus 100 people 
technically can be double the work. You know organization, our teams growing, last 
event we had a team of six I think it was. And you know setting up banners and 
bumping in with having all our suppliers come through and coming back to the 
audience and engagement our events are so Insta-worthy that we carefully think out 
the process of having those elements to the event on the day whether they be an open 
air photo booth, flower walls, you would've seen you know the big balloon garland and 
the grass and the photographer.  
 

Kareena: [00:04:30] Yes very Insta-worthy.  
 
Katie: [00:04:31] It can't just be corporate it can't be stale. The vibe, the energy, I think 
it's everything that makes you feel a certain way when you're at our events.  
 
Katie: [00:04:41] It's not the rigid hand out business cards and get straight into what do 
you do for work with someone and that's one of my ice breakers when I take over on 
the day is look around the room, we're all here for the same reasons, and I'd give 
someone a compliment. Pick something on them whether it's a physical dress or 
something else and that can be a really good icebreaker Conversation wise and as far 
as networking and whatnot. So yeah, I guess you know the events will run for 3 hours, 3 
- 3.5 hours depending. Yeah and the series of events start out with hair & makeup and 
bumping suppliers turn up, the team gets briefed. It's always important that we're all on 
the same level and understands the play out of the event. We have our team leader, or 
our event coordinator and she will look after the rest of the team. So, I guess for me 
and my headspace I can't be everywhere which I had to learn the hard way. So, I more 
so take a seat back now, I overlook or oversee the whole entirety. If there's small little 
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teething issues on the day such as running out of cupcakes and needing to restock 
them, I don't usually hear about that. So, it's good that the team know what to do with 
the cupcakes because we don't wanna run out of cupcakes or doughnuts for that 
matter.  
 
Katie: [00:05:46] Yes so that's pretty much a series of events we have it partially 
obviously networking time, guest speakers, we have between, whether we have an 
empowerment panel where we have key speakers where we have three or four at 
once. And then we have a keynote speaker. Or if it's a smaller event we'll have just two 
keynote speakers. Which you would have seen, you know, you start with the mingling, 
champagne upon arrival. Everyone loves bubbles or beers for the boys. And then we 
get straight into our first guest speaker. Have a bit of a break. It's a good icebreaker 
too. You've had a glass of bubbles, take off the edge get comfortable.  
 

Kareena: [00:06:17] Definitely.  
 
Katie: [00:06:18] And get a bit of inspiration. It's a great topic of conversation to talk 
about what you thought of that previous guest speaker. We see people get out their 
phone and start taking notes. Obviously, you know a lot of our speakers are very well 
renowned and extremely successful in their fields. We've had a keynote speaker or 
headlining speaker Roxy Jacenko she was part of our Sydney event last year and 
we've had Alyce Tran with the Daily Edited. We've had Georgie Stevenson a fitness 
influencer and lifestyle blogger. We've had Lindy Olsen, five times World Champion 
and Editor of Oxygen Magazine. So, we've had some really big names Sophie Guidolin 
absolute powerhouse mum of four. Yes, so we've had a combination of all different 
aspects of speakers that all add value on different levels. Before You Speak Coffee, we 
had Jaryd Terkelsen, one of the co-founders So yeah, it's been really good. So, the day 
of events I don't think you can ever plan exactly how it's gonna go but you've just gotta 
know if things don't turn out right, you've got to move fast.  
 

Kareena: [00:07:19] The focus on connection, collaboration and creation is easily 
demonstrated by everything that Katie does. The impact that these three words 
are having on the Minding Her Business community are real and profound. 
Guests have been fortunate enough to network and fill gaps within their 
businesses. Some even forming entirely new businesses with people that they've 
met at the event. Katie tells us more.  

 
Katie: [00:07:40] Initially it wasn't something that I thought would happen, but we have 
really become an incubator for startups. Sitting down and looking back on the those 
and seeing the statistics, it's hard because we can't exactly track it, but we do do a lot 
of surveying and whatnot after and post our events but even just with people posting 
or sending us DM's on Instagram and emails I think to date we've had at least 10 that 
we know of businesses that have started from the ground. So, for example there was 
these two girls and one of them was really good at, she had a degree in graphics 
design and was super good at creating content being on the computer, basically 
behind the computer. And the other girl was actually an influencer but also very heavily 
in the beauty industry and she wanted to create a product but didn't have the mind or 
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understanding or skillset of creating graphics. So, they actually met at one of our 
events and they partnered up and yeah, it's incredible to see those sorts of 
relationships and bonds formed, but businesses to start up and to follow them and 
their journey, that's incredible. That is the moment where it actually, what we were 
talking about before, is you go yep, awesome achievement. That’s really cool I'm on 
the right path. You know people are fulfilled, people are learning things, engaging and 
growing.  
 

Kareena: [00:08:56] Attendees aren't the only ones achieving growth. The 
Minding Her Business events themselves are expanding with the number of 
guests and the opportunities to partner with notable brands.  

 
Katie: [00:09:08] A massive shift in Minding Her Business has come from and through 
sponsorship. We started partnering with some smaller brands, local brands, personal 
friendlies that I knew that wanted to just support what I was doing and we've now 
grown to having national brands contact us, household names which was actually 
really flattering to begin with, to contact us to be able to tap into our niche 
demographics which predominantly are in that startup phase or that already have 
established businesses but want to take it to the next level but don't have the right 
tools yet. So, we've worked with some phenomenal brands, we've worked with CQ 
University and a lot of stuff that goes behind in the back end but is really important to 
the growth of the business. But also, the alignment as well just being key brand 
messaging and then flowing through to my personal brand as well.  
 

Kareena: [00:09:55] Absolutely. It's a very big achievement for someone who 
said that they didn't expect to do live events at all. You did seven last year I think 
it was for Minding Her Business.  

 
Katie: [00:10:04] You know, and I didn't actually like I couldn't see it any other way now. 
Now I'm like this is it. I understand weddings, engagements, birthdays and 
anniversaries. It's stressful organizing events. But if you've got the right team and 
you've got that blueprint and you can work from that, I mean don't get me wrong 
there's been a lot of lessons along the way, but you've just got to move fast. If you 
move fast you may break a few things on the way but if you move fast, pivot quickly 
and know that what you're doing is on brand and you stick to that it's the old saying 
you know the horses with the blinders on. If you're running forward and you're not 
worrying about what anyone else is doing and you're looking not at the finish line but if 
you're looking long term, then you just keep going because I mean the world's your 
oyster or the sky's the limit or whatever you want to say. But yeah, it's cool.  
 

Kareena: [00:10:49] As you can hear there's a lot of work involved in creating 
these amazing events and that's just one of the multiple businesses that Katie 
owns and runs. So, we ask her the question that's on everyone's mind. How does 
she do it all.  

 
Katie: [00:11:05] Good systems and good people. Yeah, I am incredibly grateful to have 
good, which didn't happen overnight, good people around me that are really 
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fundamentally my rocks of support, but I oversee a lot now. I can see the bigger 
picture and that was a big transition for me from working in the business to working on 
the business. I wanted to do it for a long time, but I think having those people and all 
your ducks in line and you've got to go through a lot of changes and personal growth 
obviously is one. But I think you've got to go through the journey to a certain extent 
before you go okay, now I can step out. And you know for every single roll, every single 
person that we hire for the team, I've physically done that job myself. I've started 
packing goody bags. I still do at times. I still will cart water bottles and things that need 
to be done. I'm still very hands on yet I'm still now taking that step back because for 
the business to grow I'm only one person and if I was to put every single minute doing 
those little miniscule jobs that we could have support and our team doing, then that 
allows me the time to be able to implement bigger things.  
 

Kareena: [00:12:14] And the headspace, just to think.  
 
Katie: [00:12:14] Headspace is everything. Still got a long way to go but you know just 
that clarity and like even Ryan from Blue Chip Talent we talk about all the time, is just 
having that single focus and it's so easy to be in the moment. I mean you've probably 
already noticed but I'm a bit of a social butterfly. I love people. I could go 100 miles an 
hour all day and never be tired from speaking to people. That's my thing. And if I'm on 
my own, I'm usually on the phone speaking to someone. So, having that step back at 
my events where I can have that clear mind. I'm doing a lot more speaking on stage 
now and also doing speaking for other brands and other events as well. But having 
that clarity in my head where I am not worrying or having other conversations that can 
interject into my single focus thinking has been a really big shift because I feel like even 
what I'm putting out there, what I'm learning and how I go about it, even people 
actually, we had a couple of messages after our last event saying "Katie how much 
even I've seen you, I've been to your very first event and now I saw you on stage like 
it's just a huge comparison." which is interesting to see.  
 

Kareena: [00:13:17] And lovely to say!  
 
Katie: [00:13:17] I'm like cool, I'm doing something right. Yeah, I guess that's just one of 
those things that's constant change and learning and evolving.  
 

Kareena: [00:13:28] In Part 1 of our interview, we asked Katie about the 
challenges in launching her first business as someone that was new to the 
entrepreneurial scene. But now we're curious what challenges has she been 
experiencing with her multitude of business ventures as someone who's more 
established in her field.  

 
Katie: [00:13:46] So many challenges because we haven't hit the top. I think the second 
you sit down and you're like I've killed it. I've absolutely nailed it. There's nothing more I 
can do. You've failed, in anything. I'm sure even you know we were talking before about 
your business and with Loop. I think just knowing that there's no ceiling on any roof. 
There's always something to grow and change and adjust I know these words are 
thrown around a lot. You know you see all about personal development and growth 
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and all this Boss Girl stuff. But to genuinely and authentically have that within you to 
continue to find challenges within yourself and even when there might not be 
challenges there, to find something that you can improve on, are challenges every day 
for me because there's still I mean and I'm learning to pat myself on the back after 
every event but there is still things that I'm changing. I've never had an event where I've 
gone yep, 100 percent, we're just going to do exactly that again. It's finding something 
new. It's finding something innovative that I haven't seen before. Whether I'm overseas 
traveling, and I see an incredible, I don't know like a frame or a swing or a something, 
that I could incorporate in my next event. You know, seeing like all these doughnut 
walls that was like a thing at different events and I was like I'm going to bring them in 
and we're going to have these at Minding Her Business. Yes, it's about networking and 
business but it's also about grabbing that doughnut and how many quirky quotes of "I 
doughnut care, I doughnut care." And all these things that people can do but let's put 
our branding on the doughnuts. So, thinking outside the box, I've always been a 
creative person. I love sharing my vision with the team and talking about that 
sometimes. You know executing it can be a challenge, but I know what I want, I've just 
got to get there.  
 

Kareena: [00:15:25] And everyone's aligned with that I take it?  
 
Katie: [00:15:27] Absolutely, yes. And we will only hire on that precedent. So, you've got 
to be open to move quickly to learn fast and to want to go.  
 

Kareena: [00:15:36] As Katie mentioned, creating and running large scale events 
like the ones for Minding Her Business requires a team of people. Selecting the 
right people for the job is a top priority and Katie shares her approach for when 
it comes time to hire.  

 
Katie: [00:15:50] You can always teach skill, it's the characteristics that you can't.  
 
Katie: [00:15:53] And if someone you know that they're a hard worker and they're just 
gonna get the job done they're going to get the job done. And I think that all the fluffy-
ness and the fine tuning and everything else, I think that can just come down the track. 
But you know some people have the work cut out and other people don't. So, finding 
that difference in personality and we hire basically on that.  
 

Kareena: [00:16:11] And how do you manage that team now?  
 
Katie: [00:16:13] I'm really strict on making sure that every individual team member 
have their own path, their own journey, their own goals that they want to develop. 
We're moving more into team meetings where we do self-development and integration 
as well. And that's key to any business, any personal. Now I want my team to treat it 
like their own business. But I just have visions and creative ideas at ridiculous hours of 
the night that I like to implement.  
 

Kareena: [00:16:38] Whenever inspiration strikes really.  
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Katie: [00:16:41] Yep, yep. Any hour of the day. Hence for my notepads and my voice 
notes and I've got things everywhere. But I collate them, and we usually execute one 
out of my ten crazy ideas.  
 

Kareena: [00:16:51] Katie's people centric personality has helped her build a 
strong team to work alongside her and also a network of friendlies as she likes 
to call them that are always keen to help out. So, we asked Katie for some tips 
on just how anyone can build a network as strong as hers.  

 
Katie: [00:17:08] I think we live in a world now where we have social media at our 
fingertips any minute of the day any given day. And creating those relationships, yeah, 
they're great. You know I know this person, I saw this person did this, but if you want to 
build a business you've got to network, and you've got to network in real time. Real 
time face-to-face and obviously another reason why Minding Her Business came 
about. But, you know, it's one thing to create and you know I'm sure you can relate. You 
have these email relationships with people but then you meet them in real life or at a 
meeting and your relationship goes to a whole new level of understanding. Whether it's 
brand to brand, whether it's brand to consumer, whatever it is. I think that networking is 
just so important in any business. If you don't have networking or people skills for that 
matter. And that's okay, you don't have to be a business owner to have people skills, 
but you need to have people or a team in your business that have those skills because 
that's everything. I can't tell you how many things I've got across the line because I 
have a good relationship with someone. And it's a push pull, everything is. It's not a 
what can I get for free it's what I can give him return as well. And that's important. I 
think no one ever wants to feel like they're being taken advantage of and I don't feel 
good at the end of the day taking, taking, taking without feeling that you know I've 
helped that person. Even if it's someone is contra contributing or sponsoring one of our 
events, I might put them in touch with our graphic designer or our in-house 
photographer that can help photograph their products for the next campaign. You 
know just little things like that I think adding value to people's lives or businesses in the 
long run pays off because it's just that another string of attachment to the relationship.  
 

Kareena: [00:18:44] Real world relationships are key but we're curious as to how 
a social media influencer like Katie integrates the digital world into what she 
does social media.  

 
Katie: [00:18:54] It's one of those things as an influencer to be an influencer or 
genuinely speaking, I'm not talking about having to need millions of followers. You're 
an influencer if you've got three thousand followers, you're influencing three thousand 
people. But to be an influencer and to have that really good synergy and crossover 
and brand you've got to have the business either integrity or understanding to succeed 
long term. I know there's a lot of overnight success, a lot of reality TV stars that may 
grow fairly quickly on Instagram. But having those people or manager or someone to 
help step in, whether they're negotiating or finding synergy for you, who you are, in an 
alliance of a brand is so important. Yes, I definitely don't work with every brand that I'm 
contacted by. I think it's really important to stick to who I am and the direction I'm 
going in. And speaking earlier about being in the competitive fitness industry. You know 
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rewind maybe even just two years ago. I was obviously an influencer then and I was 
promoting all sorts of products and perhaps certain clothing that related to me lifting 
weights, being in the gym, you know pre-workout all that sort of thing. But now I really, 
and have always, but I'm really focusing on just being that business influencer. Minding 
Her Business is in a startup phase and working with brands that are more consistent 
with what I do. And for example, working with clothing brands as opposed to Bikini 
swimwear lines. Sure absolutely, I go swimming I'm in a bikini, I will train, I work out, I'm 
all about health and fitness but right now I've had to work really hard in that last 12 to 
18 months to actually create the shift but to create the shift that my followers could 
understand that it wasn't just about lifting heavy weights, looking good in a bikini and 
smashing the protein. So, given I'm all about that too, but I really wanted to create that 
brand where I'm taken seriously and there's a little bit more depth to me than just 
those things.  
 

Kareena: [00:20:51] Do you think that with the perception before, that you feel 
that you lacked depth?  

 
Katie: [00:20:56] You know what, I didn't think that but then I had people say "Oh, 
wow!" You know or they'd talk to me or they'd come up to me or I'd meet them at an 
event and they're like "oh, wow!" I didn't know that you had that many businesses or I 
didn't know your background. I'm like I guess I just posted aesthetically pleasing 
photos.  
 
Katie: [00:21:10] Great, it helped me grow right. And especially you know in the fitness 
world that's inspirational and #bodgoals or whatever. Yeah, definitely there was, 
probably not that I was aware of it at the time, I was just doing my thing. And just I 
guess visually documenting it. But you know us people don't put on social media the 
boring stuff.  
 

Kareena: [00:21:29] No they don't. No one wants to follow boring stuff.  
 
Katie: [00:21:30] No one puts I'm just at my computer unless it's like laptop life with a 
beautiful backdrop in Thailand on a lounge chair #laptoplife. That's cool. But you know 
if you've got like grinding hard hair on your head with no makeup on racing between 
appointments meetings and up till 2:00a.m. and up again at 6:00a.m. that doesn't really 
make the cut. I don't really get on Instagram story to talk about it. Which I have shifted, 
and I do talk more about those sorts of things because that's real life.  
 

Kareena: [00:21:59] As Kate just spoke about, she's transitioned from a fitness 
focused Instagram account to more business centric content that's more 
reflective of the point that she's at in her life now. So how does one successfully 
transition without risking the following that they've built over time. We asked 
Katie this exact question.  

 
Katie: [00:22:18] Slow and steady. It hasn't really been an overnight new person who 
dis. I haven't changed as a person. It's more so just what I show to Instagram and the 
social world. And is it silly to say that I probably wear more clothes than I ever have. My 
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numbers interestingly enough haven't scaled as quickly as what they were. When I 
stepped on international stage for the first time, I had I think was just under fourteen 
thousand follower’s growth in seven days which was my pinpoint time where I was like 
wow this is a thing. And that's when I started getting opportunities of sponsorship and 
whatnot. But right now, you know what maybe I have people that drop off and maybe 
have newcomers and people that follow me for these reasons of what I'm putting out 
now: education, my businesses, that sort of thing. So, I guess it's been a slow and 
steady transition but right now I feel that people understand and it's a really good 
space where maybe my following has been quite a plateau for the last maybe six 
months I would say, it's actually picked up in the last few but prior to that. I like to keep 
an eye on my numbers and understand what works, what doesn't, what gets more 
views, what gets more likes. But yeah, I think it's just been one of those things slow and 
steady. And you know what, thanks to Instagram Stories, where you can do questions 
and polls and that sort of thing, that's actually helped a lot. I did one not too long ago 
and I was like "why do you follow me?" This or this or this or this. And you know it has 
transitioned because of business.  
 

Kareena: [00:23:46] Were you surprised?  
 
Katie: [00:23:47] Yeah at the time but I had a lot of push from that direction. I've got 
some incredible people in my life that are helping me on the path of where I want to 
go.  
 

Kareena: [00:23:56] Were you at all scared about that transition because a lot 
of influencers in this space do look at numbers and look at them quite seriously 
and the thought of transitioning to something else that may lose them followers 
is often the reason that they don't take that step.  

 
Katie: [00:24:10] Quality over quantity. I would be happy with 10,000 followers if I knew 
that my impact was greater and that can be possible. You know an example of Minding 
Her Business I think we've got about 15 odd thousand followers at the moment and I 
know that they are like 95 percent women. It's incredible. Ninety five percent women 
from day dot, we've had the same vision, the same mantra, the same implementation. 
Everything around that business, that our reach is huge on the days of events. Our 
engagement goes up hundreds of thousands with impressions sorry. And for me when 
I do that comparison versus someone and I've got friends that have you know 2, 3, 4 
million followers but that doesn't mean that they are the right followers for either the 
brand that you want to promote through them if you're a business. And I think you're 
coming back to it, I actually love educating, talking to small brands, whether I know 
them personally or whether they want to work with me. I've had brands out of reach 
out going Hey we'll pay you a thousand bucks to this party. And I'm like I don't even 
have the following that you want for your business. It doesn't fit. It doesn't work. My 
followers are predominantly female, but you know health beauty fitness and fashion is 
what I'm about. I'm not about the corporate world or this or that or particularly this 
brand and what I was selling it just didn't fit and if I was to promote it, I can tell you 
now they wouldn't have gotten sales because it wasn't who my fellow is are and we 
about. So, I think we're going through a little bit of a transition now where brands aren't 
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stupid. I think that they're more inclined to look into more than just a number. But if 
they have understanding then that helps a lot.  
 

Kareena: [00:25:49] Impact. That's the intention behind Katie's brand and 
multitude of businesses. We delve a little deeper to find out just how she plans 
on achieving this.  

 
Katie: [00:26:01] In general anything I've ever done, is more what I've wanted to do, has 
wanted to be impacting people in the right direction, the right positive influence. And 
that's what it is, it's influence. I'm grateful to be able to have that influence that has 
organically grown because of what I've done. So, I guess I didn't sit back and go I'm just 
gonna wake up and start influencing people. But through the path of what I've done, 
what I've experienced, what's worked, what hasn't worked, it has come through a lot of 
stories and storytelling. So essentially that's really what Instagram or social media is. 
It's about sharing your story and whether you're helping people through your own 
experiences, whether you're giving people guidance or advice from what you've 
experienced. And that goes both ways because I use it as a platform to seek advice 
and I think that's really cool. It can be that two-way system whereas you know if I want 
to find out if there's any local gluten free cafes in Brisbane and I put on my Instagram 
story I can get some really cool recommendations. So, it tends to be a bit of my Google 
sometimes as well. Social Media is very powerful.  
 

Kareena: [00:27:03] So, with your experiences in the social media space, what 
have you found some of the challenges of being a social media influencer.  

 
Katie: [00:27:09] Challenges for me personally has really been the biggest shift of my 
journey. Your social media has to align with your life, if it doesn't align it doesn't work. 
So, finding that synergy through when I did make that change and that crossover it just 
had to work. So, that didn't just like I said happen overnight, it was just consistency of 
just allowing myself to share more and you know with all that being said I still try and 
keep certain aspects of my life private.  
 

Kareena: [00:27:36] How do you balance that, what you share and what you 
don't share?  

 
Katie: [00:27:40] I don't really have a system for it. It's just what feels right. I don't hide 
anything and if I was asked straight out about a question or something then I'm not 
opposed to sharing that. And you know what we all have bad days. And I think that if I 
share, yep we have bad days but what about the positive. It comes back to you know, 
you've got a decision. You got a decision to dwell, you got a decision to move forward 
in life. I have that ingrained that no matter what the issue you know perhaps death that 
incurs in my personal life through whatever it is I'm going through, I've got two choices. 
And the more I dwell on it, the more I talk about it, it doesn't fulfil or give me any 
satisfaction to start captioning about how miserable I am or how upset something has 
made me. I think that if I turn that situation into a positive by writing it and putting that 
on paper it helps. It actually helps my mentality too and my mental space. It's the 
whole saying if you know a goal is just a wish without putting it on paper. The second 
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that I put that on paper I feel like I'm manifesting that. And don't get me wrong, it 
doesn't mean that I leave this picture-perfect life. Shit happens. But I just choose to 
share what empowers and I want to look back on my page and I want to feel good. I 
don't want to be like oh wow that was a really bad month. Look at all these drab and 
bad negative poor me quotes. Clark Yeah because it doesn't help with that shift to a 
positive place.  
 

Kareena: [00:29:05] It's a very interesting perspective because there's been a lot 
of talk in that space about sharing the good and the bad so that the people that 
are viewing it have a realistic perspective of what your life is. How do you feel 
about that conversation?  

 
Katie: [00:29:20] It's actually controversial because some of the things I think they're 
absolutely amazing. I love that girls you know real talk, real body, this is me, 
photoshopped, un-photoshopped. You know I've seen a massive growth on Instagram 
from girls going "hey, guess what? I'm not gonna photoshop anymore and this is what I 
look like, sorry." And it's just blown up. People are like you're amazing, you're strong, 
thank you for sharing that. You know we're all women, you know we have cellulite, un-
perfect skin, we have moles, scars, whatever. I think that creates a movement to know 
that we can be imperfectly perfect, but I also think there's a time and place and I 
purely click the unfollow button if it doesn't fit with what I want to be and where I want 
to go okay.  
 
Katie: [00:30:04] I don't get fulfillment from negativity and it comes back to influence. 
If you've got 400 followers your influencing 400 people, given engagements not 100 
percent but a portion of those people. Obviously, it's a virtual world when it comes to 
social media. But you are what you surround yourself by. And if you constantly 
surround yourself by negative people, negative quotes, negative things, postings 
whatever. I think there's absolute time and a place and that's been a good shift for me. 
I just go through clear outs every now and then. It's like a spring clean out of your 
wardrobe. If you want to grow in life there's shift and there's movement it doesn't mean 
you need to end in bad relationships and whatnot. You've got to do what's right for 
you.  
 

Kareena: [00:30:44] So some of the highlights then about the social media 
influence world.  

 
Katie: [00:30:48] There are so many highlights. Social media is amazing. I use it and 
like I sort of said, I do use it as a business. Highlights are the fact that I can work with 
brands that I've literally loved as a little girl growing up. I've worked with some 
incredible brands. You know recently I actually did a shoot with Veuve Clicquot. Not 
when I was a little girl, but I do love French champagne. And I was fortunate enough to 
do a campaign with those guys. I never ever would have imagined being able to align 
my name with such a huge brand. So social media can be super powerful, and it 
actually comes back to real time networking as well because I have a lot of those 
people, whether they be PR or contacts at companies direct that I have relationships 
with. But them seeing my aesthetic feed or my Instagram photos and posts and 
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knowing that it works and fits with their brand has actually opened the doors to a lot of 
opportunities whether they be print or media. You know obviously with Supercars and 
that sort of trended through. I do a lot of work with those guys. I'm fortunate enough to 
travel and mentor the program there. So yeah, there's definitely some incredible 
positives to social media and being able to connect with people that you wouldn't even 
know who they are in the real world. I've made some amazing what I call now friends, 
close friends, that have genuine huge followings. Whether they're influencers 
themselves, business influencers, beauty bloggers, whatever, YouTubers. I've made 
some really cool contacts through social media and I think that's probably one of my 
biggest highlights is you really can connect through your fingertips.  
 

Kareena: [00:32:18] As a final sign off then. What is your lasting piece of advice 
for our Loopers that are looking to either start their own business or enter the 
world of social media?  

 
Katie: [00:32:27] Okay. Just one?  
 

Kareena: [00:32:28] Just one piece of advice, haha. It can be two.  
 
Katie: [00:32:31] Don't hold back. Don't ever have that moment where you think just if I 
did that things would be different because we've all had those thoughts and thinking 
patterns and you know what, you don't know unless you try. I just think life is full of 
opportunities and life is short. Life is really short, and anything can happen at any 
given moment. So, you know, surround yourself by the right people and if people don't 
support you and lift you up then you're hanging around the wrong people. Yeah, I think 
surround yourself by the right people can change your whole mental, emotional and 
physical focus in life so don't hold back.  
 

Kareena: [00:33:08] That's a perfect piece of advice. Thank you so much for 
joining us.  

 
Katie: [00:33:12] Thanks for having me, it's been awesome.  
 

Kareena: [00:33:13] It's been great having you on the Loop App couch. And that 
brings us to the end of our interview Loopers. Thank you for joining us on 
today's episode of In the Loop where we chat about the business end of being 
an influencer. If you'd like to continue following Katie's journey be sure to check 
out the links in our show description and as always, we'd love to hear your 
feedback. So, leave us a star rating or review or give us a shout out across social 
media. Tag @loop.app on your Instagram story and let us know what you 
thought. We'll be back again next week with an interview from yoga master 
Dustin Brown. So be sure to subscribe so you don't miss out. Thanks for joining 
us Loopers. Catch you then.  

 
 


